Epithelial-stromal interactions in the adult bladder: urothelial growth, differentiation, and maturation on culture facsimiles of bladder stroma.
Analysis of the responsiveness of isolated adult urothelium to a series of different stromal cell-extracellular matrix combinations demonstrated the capacity of stromal cells to induce and maintain normal patterns of urothelial growth, differentiation, and maturation in vitro. By incorporating embryonic mesenchymal derived (Swiss 3T3) cells into type I collagen matrices, simplified three-dimensional tissue-like facsimiles of bladder stroma were derived. When recombined with sheets of isolated urothelium these facsimiles could approximately reproduce the capacity of natural stromal tissue to support the expression of normal urothelial tissue specific characteristics. In contrast cocultures between urothelia and monolayers of 3T3 cells, applied to the surface of planar collagen substrata could only permit urothelial cell attachment but not growth or differentiation whereas lethally irradiated 3T3 (feeder) cells, under similar experimental conditions, could support the maintenance of an immature or incompletely differentiated urothelium. Conditioned medium elaborated by cultured 3T3 cells could not stimulate further differentiation in urothelia cultured alone on planar collagen substrata. These studies indicate that a significant portion of the regulatory capacity of the stroma in stromal-urothelial interactions can be accounted for by the activities of a closely applied population of stromal cells, provided the cells are viable and presented to the urothelium in a three-dimensional context in combination with collagen. The capacity of embryonic mesenchymal cells to express properties appropriate to the development of a multilayered terminally differentiated urothelium suggests that normal interactions between adult urothelium and stroma are of limited specificity with the urothelium requiring an essential input of permissive signals only.